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only the chocolate. It was exasperating, too, to see him swallow
the liquid boiling, as if it were nothing. We were all developing
"polar nerves." If we had been talkative men, retailing experiences
and life stories over and over again, I'm sure we would have been
at each other's throats. But I have noticed that all men, whatever
theu: nationality, grow silent under a long strain in the polar regions
and commune with their own thoughts, if indeed they can be said
to have thoughts. Norwegians are particularly taciturn. I never
heard one in our party express a word of discouragement or, with
the exception of Amundsen, a word of hope.
As leader, Amundsen expressed a steady confidence, though in
no obnoxiously cheerful way. After our evening meal he and I
usually took a turn together on skis around the ice, looking for
fresh leads. On those occasions I sometimes asked him what he
thought of our situation. He admitted that the outlook was not
good, but then added what he had said when he first told me of
the miraculous escape of his little Gjoa from the Arctic reef: "When
it is darkest, there is always light ahead." That was as far as his
spoken optimism went.
Trivialities became obsessions. Mine was the management of my
malted-milk tablets. When I had seen these packed on the ships at
Spitsbergen, I had rather despised them as mere confections, but
now they became precious to me. Every night after chocolate, each
man received a dole of ten milk tablets. I always took mine to bed
in my sleeping-bag. As I hacked at ice and snow during the day,
I would think for hours about those pastilles. If I could just save
out one or two each night and hide them away, the night would
come when I could have a feast. I never managed to carry out
this plan. I was troubled with insomnia, and it always took my
tenth malted-milk tablet to give me enough stomach comfort to
induce sleep.
Amundsen and I took our secret resentment out on poor Feucht.
That man, always glooming in a sort of waking nightmare or hope-
less reverie, seemed a living reproach to us. When the rest of us
were down on our knees chopping at ice, we would see Feucht
leaning on his ski-staff and simply staring down at the snow. It
took a sharp word to bring him to his senses. To add to his misery,
he developed an abscessed tooth and a swollen jaw. We came upon

